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#
Why Children’s Reference Services are Important!

Barbara Band, The Emmbrook School and CILIP President!
#

As a school librarian, I deal with questions from students all day long, relating 
to their information needs. Without me as a connection in the library, several 
would not be able to find what they were looking for or would go away with 
something unsuitable. Yet many question the necessity of children’s reference 
services; a point of contact where professional librarians can direct them to 
appropriate material and offer advice. After all, in today’s information-rich and 
technologically saturated environment, they have everything they need online 
… don’t they? The problem with this presumption is that it assumes children 
know what they want, where to find it, and when they have found it.#
#
Ignoring the fact that many do not have access to the internet – with 11 mil-
lion people in the UK being offline, some of these must include households 
containing children (Driving Digital Inclusion http://www.cilip.org.uk/sites/de-
fault/files/documents/CILIP%20digital%20inclusion%20statement%20Sept
%202014.pdf.pdf ) there are several factors that need to be taken into ac-
count before we can dismiss the necessity of children’s reference services.#
#

• Children are often unaware of their information needs or they know they 
have to find out something but cannot state this clearly. A professional 
librarian is the first step in any research process able, through appropri-
ate questioning, to interpret those needs. By being aware of the curricu-
lum and which topics are studied, I can often make an “educated guess” 
as to what a student is looking for once I have ascertained their year 
group and subject. Being aware of the information needs of my commu-
nity enables me to provide a more targeted service.#

#
• Children are unacquainted with the range of resources available to 

them; their first and only choice usually being Google or Wikipedia. Not 
that there is anything intrinsically wrong with Wikipedia but, as children 
do not have the information literacy skills needed to assess its entries 
for accuracy or authority, it may not be the best option for them. This 
means having a wide range of stock that has been evaluated and is ap-
propriate for their level, and directing them to something more relevant, 
often an alternative resource to the Internet.#

#
• As children do not have the proficiency required to evaluate results, in-

appropriate information is often selected; a student, sent to the library to 
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research the Duke of Wellington, also known as “The Iron Duke”, printed 
off several pages she had found on a website detailing sailing times and 
freight information regarding a ship of the same name! They also tend to 
give up searching if they cannot find something quickly, which is often 
the case considering the amount of information available today, and this 
is true for both print and online resources. Librarians are able to help 
children efficiently find resources.#

#
• The focus of their information needs is often very specific. If they want a 

book on clouds, they may be able to find the section containing weather 
books but, if there is not a book with that keyword in the title, many will 
assume the library has no relevant information, not connecting general 
weather books with their topic. Likewise, their search terms may be too 
broad making locating resources tedious. A librarian will be able to guide 
children through the arrangement of stock, making finding information 
easier.#

#
• Professional librarians can help children to become independent learn-

ers through example. Children will often seek help from an adult in a sit-
uation and good interactions will build up relationships and trust, ensur-
ing repeat visits. If there is no librarian to ask for help, then their visit to 
the library may be unsuccessful and they will often not bother returning.#

#
Children’s resource needs are different from adults – in content, language 
and appropriateness – and it requires the intervention of a trained profes-
sional to ensure that children find the resource to match their requirements. 
That is not to say that many adults would not benefit from such services but it 
is important to remember that information literate children become informa-
tion literate adults and, until information literacy skills are an embedded re-
quirement of the curriculum, children’s reference services, both within school 
and public libraries, remain a necessity.#
#
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#
Engaging Schools for Higher Education: University for the Creative Arts 

Library & Student Services Engagement Programme#
Nick Ross, University for the Creative Arts!

#
A new scheme initiated by Library & Student Services working with Acade-
mics, Widening Participation and the Outreach Department introduced free 
library membership to local Art Teachers, School Librarians and Careers Ad-
visors to improve access to its collections for the local community, engage 
young people in creative arts and promote its courses to potential students.#
#
The background to this scheme resides in much of what the WATER: walk in 
access to E-resources project report (SCONUL / M25, 2013) identifies as the 
changing demands of HE institutional strategies for individuals outside of ed-
ucation wanting to access specialist materials. These include raising universi-
ty profiles in local communities and aspirations through widening participation 
agendas. There is also another important “collaborative” aspect to wanting to 
offer non HESA registered users access to library resources which involves 
working to include graduates and Alumni, collaborative research projects from 
different organisations and sectors, prospective researchers preparing pro-
posals and potential students. In UCA’s case, we also validate courses and 
are associated with external HE institutions whose students may want to ac-
cess library resources.#
#
WATER looks at the growing demand to provide visitor access to e-resources 
in HE libraries and identifies from a survey the main driver as increasing de-
pendency on e-resources (66%). Additional factors were listed as:#
#

• Provision of service to the wider community#
• Walk-in access benefits everybody#
• Demands from external users#
• Alumni access needs.#

#
The key driver for the school engagement programme is the institution’s pro-
file in the local community and ensuring that education professionals in sec-
ondary education are aware of UCA, its courses and the specialist resources 
that can be accessed and utilised by their pupils. With this objective, Library 
& Student Services set out to enrol key decision makers in young people’s 
lives – teachers, careers advisors and librarians – to one of the four campus 
libraries based in Canterbury and Rochester in Kent, and Epsom and Farn-
ham in Surrey. Research also indicates that these education professionals 
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are unable to deliver key information skills training that would prepare them 
for university and “that there seems to be a clear need for university librarians 
to help provide support for students, teachers and librarians in schools” (An-
derson and Bull, 2014 p. 44).#
#
In June 2014 UCA’s Outreach Department used its 2000 plus list of education 
professionals to mail out an invitation to experience our degree shows, 
alongside a Library membership form with the free joining offer and the prom-
ise of activities for young people and professional development for them-
selves.#
#
Library taster days for schools and colleges!
#
The Library taster day for schools and colleges encourage art teachers to 
bring groups of young people to experience an academic Library. Sessions 
focusing on school course work, linking relevant resources and special collec-
tions are provided.  An example was a visit of 20 pupils from Simon Langton 
Girls’ Grammar School’s Art AS Level class who were working on a Textiles 
project.  They explored the current exhibition of textiles work in the gallery 
which was supported by the back issues of fashion journals held in university 
library collections. Visually creative projects spring from browsing for inspira-
tion and by enabling access to the past 80 years of Vogue Magazine we cre-
ated a real and engaging experience that demonstrates what a specialist col-
lection can elicit.#
#
Annual events for Education Professionals!
#
A planned annual event to be held in July from 2015 will focus on Careers 
Advisors, School Librarians and Art Teachers and is set around an agenda of 
art workshops delivered by Academic staff using photography, sculpture, 
printmaking, architecture, and fashion as a way of introducing the courses we 
offer to key education professionals who influence the decisions of the young 
people within their institutions.#
#
UCA is geographically spread across two counties and employs around 150 
Library & Student Services staff, so engaging our own colleagues in support 
of this scheme was a priority.  Promotion was delivered through workshops 
focusing on how staff preferred to learn using Howard Gardner’s model of 
learning styles (Gardner, 2014) with the objective of embedding the schools 
programme and getting suggestions for how to teach young people about li-
brary resources. The outcome of these sessions highlighted that a broad and 
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flexible approach to engaging young people is required and this will be re-
flected in future planning.#
#
At this early stage of the programme, the focus is now on getting the educa-
tional professionals to recognise that university librarians have a key role to 
play in their own and their pupils’ development.  The University for the Cre-
ative Arts Libraries provide one of the most comprehensive visual arts re-
sources in the region and plays an important role in supporting and encourag-
ing the creative industries in our local communities. Opening up access to 
young people in the local community through this free library membership 
scheme hopes to grow and establish a model that will benefit the wellbeing of 
its communities and secure the next generation of creative professionals who 
will in some cases choose to study at UCA.#
#
References!
#
SCONUL / M25 Consortium of Academic Libraries. 2013. WATER: Walk in 
Access to E-Resources. Providing visitor access to e-resources: guidelines 
and advice. JISC.#
#
Anderson, L. and Bull, S. 2014. The creation of a university library outreach 
programme to develop the information literacy of further education students: 
an interactive approach to support student transition.  Journal of Information 
Literacy, 8 (1), pp. 42-57. #
#
Gardner, H. 2014. Multiple intelligence theory by Howard Gardner. Available 
at www.multipleintelligencetheory.co.uk [accessed 15 September 2014] 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#
More than the Sum of its Parts: Answering Children’s Reference En-

quiries!
Philippa Rose, King’s School, Canterbury!

#
It might seem obvious to say that there is more to reference than a reference, 
but having moved in to school libraries fairly recently, it is an issue that I have 
found myself returning to afresh in response to the distinct nature of my li-
brary. It wasn’t until I really asked myself what it was that made school li-
braries different to other library environments, what that meant for delivering a 
better service, and why it was so important to get it right, that I realised there 
is so much more that I can do when answering reference enquiries.#
#
Now, I don’t profess to having all of the answers, but I’d like to share with you 
some ideas about how I try to add value at the enquiry desk.#
#
Sitting on the teacher-librarian fence!
#
The school library empowers learning and it is my job to facilitate that process 
for each and every user, and non-user, in the school. I am often asking myself 
what side of the teacher-librarian fence I end up working from with a child’s 
reference enquiry. I don’t have the golden ratio, if there even is one, but I do 
think that a good grounding in how children learn is key to understanding the 
approach required for each child’s reference enquiry (Vosniadou). #
#
There are three glaring and interconnected issues that I encounter with 
pupils’ work: their lack of synthesis in the information gathering process, the 
misunderstanding of what an original piece of work should look like, and the 
overall shallowness of much of today’s ‘learning’. With the current educational 
system there is little time to address these issues in the classroom, so I’d like 
to consider the possibility of both demonstrating and teaching these missing 
skills at the enquiry desk.#
#
Building knowledge by joining up the dots!
#
The whole point of the process that we call ‘learning’ is the assimilation and 
application of knowledge. Learners must take the information they have ac-
quired and incorporate it into their own work so that new ideas can be formed 
and the process can begin again. But we don’t often learn in discrete blocks. 
We build knowledge on a scaffolding of previous learning. Assimilation means 
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incorporating new information with pre-existing information to build a more 
complex understanding of the world.#
#
How can we, as librarians, better support this aspect of the learning process 
when responding to reference enquiries? !
I’d like to suggest one way of approaching this problem. Intertextuality (Kris-
teva, Barthes) is a concept that has come to describe many different ways of 
constructing meaning, and which I take to represent, here, as the notion that 
the meaning of a text does not reside in the text alone, but is produced by the 
reader in relation to both the text and the complex network of other texts in-
voked in the reading process.#
#
What could this mean in practice…? Well, examine the subtext of Du Mauri-
er’s ‘Rebecca’ and you find (intentional) reflections of ‘Jane Eyre’, but also 
unintended parallels with later works by Agatha Christie and even in Sylvia 
Plath’s late poems. This network of connected texts, particularly in the direct 
relationship between ‘Rebecca’ and ‘Jane Eyre’ forces us to re-examine our 
assumptions about both novels. Our reading of ‘Jane Eyre’ is affected as 
much by our reading of ‘Rebecca’ as it is of Rhys’s ‘Wide Sargasso Sea’ or 
even of Charlotte Bronte’s life, and the themes of identity and doubling can be 
found throughout both later literature and the reader’s personal experience. 
My point here is not just about contextualisation, but is a broader (Barthesian) 
view of intertextuality. As learners, we are typically taught to read influence on 
a book from the perspective of authorial intent, but opening this up to pupils 
as something that can also be understood as the unique experiences that 
they bring to their relationship with the text can proliferate the possibilities for 
assimilation and a deeper, personal, intensified connection with the text.#
#
Acknowledging the importance of both a historical contextualisation, and a 
personal frame of reference in interpretations of literature can stimulate 
meaning-making and originality rather than a regurgitative approach to learn-
ing. This is something that can be demonstrated and encouraged at the en-
quiry desk when building a picture of what material is available on a particular 
topic.#
#
Intellectual technologies: finding the right fit!
Moving beyond the straightforward question of what information can be deliv-
ered by the library service, is the ever-increasingly important consideration of 
what form it could, and should, be delivered in.#
#
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The web offers an extraordinary opportunity for information accessibility. The 
amount of, often previously hard to find, information almost instantaneously at 
our fingertips; the exposure to the lives and views of an expanding number of 
people and communities; and the stimulating connections with previously un-
charted domains is unprecedented. IQ levels are now higher than they have 
ever been, but our ability to find solutions to today’s pressing issues is not 
improving. We have a wealth of information and statistics on global issues 
such as peace, security and radicalisation; the spread of infectious diseases; 
the world’s climate and energy crises; and equality of human rights and re-
sources; but we lack the quality of judgement to address them in meaningful 
and long-lasting ways. One explanation for this, not without its critics I hasten 
to add, relates to neuroplasticity and the way in which today’s intellectual 
technologies influence our behaviours and ultimately the way we think (Carr, 
Greenfield, Wolf, Johnson).#
#
Research is only beginning to explore the effect that new technology is hav-
ing on our capacity to gather, store and exchange information. One line of 
thought that I’d like to explore here is that the click and flick, skimming, scan-
ning and scrolling that the web encourages, termed ‘the eco-system of inter-
ruption technologies’ (Doctorow) is having a profound and insidious effect on 
our intellectual behaviours; replacing attentive, contemplative, conceptual 
thoughts that characterise rich and distinctive thinking, with multi-tasking, dis-
tracted, superficial and fragmentary thinking.#
#
How can we utilise the wealth of piecemeal information available on the web 
without compromising deep, broad, conceptually rich thinking?!
I don’t want to argue for a return to a world without the web – far from it. But I 
would like to highlight the, perhaps over-simplified, binaries of two very differ-
ent information distributors. Just because the brain can process information 
found in a particular form, whether that is a book, the web, or other media, 
does not mean that it is the optimal way to receive that information, or that 
the result of processing the information will be the same using different me-
dia. Now, we know that different people learn in different ways, but what we 
also need to consider is that perhaps, different media promotes different 
kinds of learning. When faced with answering a pupil’s reference enquiry, 
perhaps we should not only consider what kind of information we deliver, but 
the manner in which that information is going to be received and internalised, 
and the repercussions of the practice of attending to information in a certain 
way.#
#
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Explaining to pupils the ‘absorption characteristics’ of a particular form of the 
information they are seeking will help to not only broaden their vision of the 
information landscape, but also to develop evaluative skills.#
#
Unmasking the magician-librarian!
#
Why is it so important to provide more than a reference?!
Well… perhaps one of the best ways to educate pupils on the skills required 
to build knowledge in today’s intellectual environment is to demonstrate those 
skills at the enquiry desk, creating group behaviours by consistently embody-
ing the academic practices we expect our pupils to develop skills in. Instead 
of creating a cloud of mystery about research and the workings of reference 
enquiries; by making the process transparent and easily replicable, by en-
couraging pupils to feel that creating original research is as much about their 
own personal relationship with the focus of study as the academic communi-
ties’, and by promoting an awareness of the range of intellectual thinking 
supported by today’s technologies, perhaps we can inspire confidence, a 
richness of attentive thinking and an ability to exploit the opportunities we 
have to build knowledge about ourselves, our histories, and our future.#
#
Find out more…!
#
On models of learning: Vosniadou’s booklet ‘How Children Learn’, pub-
lished in 2001 by the International Academy of Education is still one of the 
most accessible and relevant introductions to learning and includes many 
references to further reading. You can find it here: http://www.ibe.unesco.org/
fileadmin/user_upload/archive/publications/EducationalPracticesSeriesPdf/
prac07e.pdf#
#
On intertextuality: Sally Beauman’s postscript to Du Maurier’s ‘Rebecca’ 
discusses the novel’s use of intertextuality and is a great starting-point for this 
topic. For more in-depth, critical studies of intertextuality I’d suggest you read 
Julia Kristeva’s ‘A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art’, or Roland 
Barthes’ ‘The Death of the Author’, both of which require attentiveness, deep 
thinking, and possibly some strong coffee. To get a feel for the intellectual 
scene that Kristeva was responding to you might like to explore Saussurean 
or Bakhtinian theories. For a much more accessible introduction to authorial 
intent, you may enjoy John Green’s short open letter in Crash Course Litera-
ture #1 on the Crash Course Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MSYw502dJNY&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtOeEc9ME62zTfqc0h6Pe8vb.#
#
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On cognition and intellectual technologies: Nicholas Carr’s book, ‘The 
Shallows’, explores the intellectual and cultural consequences of the web and 
the effect that different intellectual technologies can have on the way we 
think. For a brief overview of the main themes in ‘The Shallows’ this Youtube 
video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lt_NwowMTcg is an accessible and 
relatively short exploration of the book. Carr also blogs at: http://
www.roughtype.com, where you’ll find him developing material that will often 
later be expanded into articles, essays or more formal publications. Susan 
Greenfield takes a neuro-scientific approach to new technologies and creativ-
ity, and a simple Youtube search will return a number of similar talks by her 
on this topic. Maryanne Wolf’s book ‘Proust and the Squid: the story and sci-
ence of the reading brain’ explores what might happen if we replace tradition-
al reading skills with digital screen-based skills. Steven Johnson offers an al-
ternative view in his book, ‘Everything Bad is Good for You: how popular cul-
ture is making us smarter’, in which he argues that attending to mass culture, 
including online media, is in fact making us smarter. His illustrated Youtube 
video promoting another of his books, ‘Where Good Ideas Come From’ is an 
excellent critique of the kinds of arguments put forward by Carr and Green-
field, and interestingly includes serendipidy in the research process, though is 
perhaps not providing the whole picture in relation to knowledge-building as 
opposed to idea formation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NugRZGDbP-
FU. Cory Doctorow examines ‘Writing in the Age of Distraction’ in Locus 
Magazine: http://www.locusmag.com/Features/2009/01/cory-doctorow-writ-
ing-in-age-of.html. For a classic study on technology and culture, you might 
like to consider Marx’s prescient ‘The Machine in the Garden’: a piece of liter-
ary, and arguably cultural, criticism from 1964. !
#
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#
Taking the Pain out of the DDC!

Matthew Imrie, Farringtons School!
www.teenlibrarian.com!

#

� !
The Dewey Decimal Classification System is a brilliant classification system 
that is in use across the world. It has been in use since 1876 and its function 
in being able to find a book quickly and easily has made it the go to classifica-
tion system for library services around the world.  Along with my fellow ste-
reotypical Librarians I love Dewey and what it does, but will admit that to the 
casual user it can seem a bit complicated and confusing in places.#
#
Teaching students how Dewey works can be a painful exercise, often for the 
librarian as well as the students, for apart from being an incredibly useful tool 
to classify and find books, Dewey can be incredibly boring to learn and teach.#
With that thought in mind I have been tinkering with ways of teaching the 
Dewey to my students in a manner that does not make their eyes glaze over.  
So far I have come up with a card game that although started with a simple 
aim of introducing students to Dewey has become rather popular with friends 
and colleagues around the UK as well as in other parts of the world. #
#
The game is designed be used from Year 7 and up but can be played with 
younger students. It is currently called the Dewey Decimal Classification Card 
Game but that lacks a certain je ne sans quoi, so if anyone comes up with a 
blinder of a game name please let me know!#
#
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I made test prints to see what they would look like and decided that the cards 
were a bit too stubby, so I lengthened them slightly to better resemble playing 
cards. Each picture card is unique and has been created with posed Lego 
minifigures, it has a corresponding Dewey Card. I am currently creating sup-
plementary cards which I will make available as soon as I am able. The game 
rules are as follows:#
#
Contents:!
#
Each game set should have two decks, a Dewey Deck and a Picture Deck 
consisting of 32 cards each.#
There should also be game rules. Please note that players are welcome to 
adapt the game to the players.#
Players encountering the Dewey   for the first time can play the game using 
the main classes at the top of each card and at the end of the game get an 
extra point if they match up the Picture Card with the correct Dewey Card.#
Advanced gamers and Librarians can play using the subject specific Dewey 
Numbers at the bottom of each card.#
#
Game Rules - Card Game:!
#
The game can be played with a minimum of two players, but is more interest-
ing with more.#
Shuffle the decks but keep them separate.#
The aim of the game is to have no cards from either deck by the end of the 
game.#
Deal out both decks to people playing the game.#
The Picture Decks must remain face down in front of the players.#
All players must hold their Dewey cards.#
The person on the left of the dealer flips their first Picture Card face up.#
If the player to the left of the player that flipped the Picture Card cannot match 
it with a corresponding Dewey Card they must pick up the card and place it in 
the middle of their Picture Cards.#
If the player can match the Picture card with a Dewey Card then the two 
cards are placed face up next to each other in the middle of the player circle.#
This continues until a player runs out of Picture Cards.#
When this happens the Player with no Picture Cards must put down a Dewey 
Card and gameplay starts to go anti-clockwise.#
At this point players must swap their Picture Decks for their Dewey Decks.#
If the person to the right of that player cannot match a Picture Card to a 
Dewey Card then they must pick up the card.#
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If a player runs out of Dewey Cards then the game reverts to the clockwise 
direction using Picture Cards.#
Gameplay can continue until all the cards are used or until a player runs out 
of both types of cards.#
#
Game Rules - Book Hunt:!
#
This game uses only the picture cards.#
Deal random cards from the Picture Deck to students and ask them to find a 
relevant book that will match up with the card.#
The winner is the student that finds the most books.#
#
Game Rules - Memory Game:!
#
Place both decks of cards face down on a table.#
Flip one Picture Card and one Dewey Card.#
If you can match the Picture Card and the Dewey Card put them together, if 
not flip them face down again and try to match another two.#
#
Please note:  the game is still in active development and but the game is 
stable enough to play, the rules and cards may change with little to no warn-
ing.#
#

�   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Conference Reports!
#

Booksellers Conference 25 September 2014!
Jonas Herriot!

#
Thursday the 25th of September saw ‘The Bookseller Children’s Conference 
2014’ take place on Southbank in London, at The Queen Elizabeth Hall. 
Bringing together publishers, booksellers, authors, and librarians along with a 
over 200 professionals in related fields, the day was designed to highlight 
what experiences and lessons had been learnt, and how this related to what 
was - or wasn't - working in the world of children's books.#
 #
Rather than give a rundown of who said what, and how they thought this was 
important, this review will focus on how the information and best practice 
talked about on the day can be related to libraries and in particular children's 
reference issues. This will be divided into several interrelated strands: book 
sales, children's literacy, social media, and discovery tools.#
 #
One of the most interesting points which came up in many of the talks was 
that this year seems to be a very good one for children's publishing. John 
Lewis from The Bookseller talked about how the charts so far indicate record 
sales by the end of the year if they follow the current trend. Sales of new 
books from several top authors including David Walliams, are backed up by 
strong sales from backlist titles, again from key authors such as Julia Donald-
son. While fiction sales are increasing, figures prove that non-fiction is also 
selling very well. While a large percentage of this is driven by sales of books 
relating to pop-culture themes such as Minecraft and Lego, school textbooks 
and study guides are up 5% on last year. This shows that the market for 
books which can be used to support reference enquiries from children is 
strong, meaning there are good reasons for publishers to continue producing 
books for it, and that their focus isn't just on fiction, and chasing the large 
blockbuster sales in this area.#
 #
Another key theme of the day was that of children's literacy and how this can 
be increased, and the gains from this not only in book sales and increased 
revenue (unsurprisingly a popular area among attendees) but also the cultur-
al impact and benefit this brings. As Ann-Janine Murtagh pointed out while 
the format is important, it is the content that does the work. Indeed producing 
good quality printed texts can more important than trying to create e-books 
and digital media formats, and this was backed up by evidence that shows 
that younger readers still prefer printed books, although the gap is decreasing 
and digital sales are increasing year on year.#
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 #
Many of the speakers chose to talk about the success and in one case failure 
(Tim Collins from The Beano) of their attempts in using social media to con-
nect, inform, and direct their customers. While the big players - Facebook, 
Twitter, and Youtube - were talked about in depth, the more interesting exper-
imentation focused around some of the smaller ones such as: Snapchat, 
Popjam, Tumblr, Pinterest, Vine and Instagram. While some of these are al-
ready well known, what the speakers showed was that relying on one or two 
of these media channels was a mistake, and instead to be successful there 
was the need to diversify and use the unique elements and features of each 
to complement and support each other. Alongside this is the fact that these 
newer channels are becoming more popular among the younger users, and 
by utilising each of the different social media channels they were able to not 
only reach a larger audience, but show their relevance and highlight their abil-
ity to connect.#
 #
Michael Acton Smith from Mind Candy talked about how they had developed 
Moshi Monsters, and the problems they faced getting it off the ground. He 
highlighted how one of the key changes they made was incorporating safe 
social features for its users in their online environment, and how the games 
incorporated into it are based around learning. The use of games to support 
children’s knowledge development is one which has been touched on before 
in ideas about gamification and its place in libraries, but it always interesting 
to see it done so commercially, and with a strong financial result. He also 
talked about the importance of creating social media sites aimed at younger 
users, and how when done properly and filled with the right tools can become 
sandboxes for children to use to create their own content.#
 #
Extrapolating this information showcases the need for children's reference li-
brarians to actively seek out and promote the information they have access to 
through new means, and to connect with potential audiences they might be 
missing. While in public libraries we face the problem of councils not allowing 
free rein when it comes to new social media channels - indeed many have 
only just managed to join Facebook and Twitter - there is a need to highlight 
the success others are achieving by moving beyond this, and to build a fact 
and evidence backed business case which can then be referred to in the ef-
fort to expand our skills and services online in the digital age.#
   #
Also connected to social media is the need for good quality discovery tools to 
allow readers/consumers to find books. A key issue here was that, despite 
arguing about the problems with relying on old fashioned window displays or 
book reviews to promote new books, and the need to find new ways of reach-
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ing audiences, there was no mention of libraries and their roles in this. Al-
though this conference was by “the Bookseller” - and not “the Booklender” - it 
seems rather remiss that the largest network of localised points of contact, 
backed up by trained staff able to deliver this, was ignored. While it is possi-
ble that we are not a visible key driver of sales, there are many opportunities 
for better integration with librarians and library based projects.#
 #
The day finished with a panel comprising an author, agent, reviewer, publish-
er, bookshop owner, and librarian. Focused around sharing what worked for 
them, and how this could be used by the others, this discussion was the only 
example of a voice from libraries being on the main stage. This highlighted 
the power of engagement that libraries can wield when uniting readers with 
authors, and the events that they run. If next year’s conference could feature 
more of this, and build upon what we saw this year, it would be a worthy addi-
tion to the conference field for more librarians to attend and be heard.#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
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Nosy Crow Conference: Everything you always wanted to know about 
children’s publishing (but were afraid to ask)!

13 September 2014!
Helen Edwards!

#
Children’s publishing is a dynamic area in which to work.  Children take natu-
rally to new media.  I recently saw a small child trying to enlarge a picture in a 
printed book by pulling with her fingers at the edges as if she were using an 
iPad – and experiencing some frustration when this didn’t work.  At the same 
time even parents who are screen fixated themselves often value print for 
their children.  This conference looks at recent trends from the perspective of 
the publishing industry and book trade.!
#
Nosy Crow is a fairly new entrant to children’s publishing.  In its three and a 
half years of operating it has published around 200 books and 14 apps.   Al-
though the conference focused primarily on publishing fiction, there was also 
much of interest and relevance to the nonfiction and reference markets.  #
#
1.  The market for children’s books!
Charlotte Eyre, Children’s Editor, The Bookseller!
Nielsen Bookscan figures for 2013 show a fall of 3.5% from the previous year 
for children’s books.  However 2014 looks better and, if sales continue at the 
expected rate, could be the best children’s year ever since Bookscan started 
in 1998, at a projected £337 million.  A sizeable proportion of the market is 
made up of big names such as Julia Donaldson and branded series such as 
Peppa Pig and Lego.  The hugely popular video world building game 
Minecraft  accounted for 6.6 million in sales.  Although many Minecraft 
users invent their own random worlds to play in Minecraft can also be used 
for real information.  The complete OS map of the British Isles down to the 
level of individual houses is now available to download as a free app http://
www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-29330265. #
The British Museum is also planning to create itself, with all its exhibits, within 
Minecraft although this project is still in an early stage http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/technology-29281051.    #
#
Florentyna Martin, Buyer, Waterstones Children’s New Titles!
Waterstone’s stock around 4000 titles, 35% of which are new books.  In addi-
tion to established series such as those by Usborne and Eyewitness, there 
are some interesting new titles in children’s reference.  Big Picture Press 
specializes in “visually intelligent” books aimed at readers of all ages, abilities 
and nationalities.  Maps (2013) by Aleksandra Mizielinska and Daniel 
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Mizielinski  was bestseller in the 2013 Christmas market. This year Big Pic-
ture Press are offering Anamalium (2014) by Katie Scott and Jenny Broom, 
the first in a new series of virtual museums.    Another example of a visually 
appealing new children’s reference book is Tiny, the Invisible World of Mi-
crobes (2014) by Nicola Davies, author of The First Book of Nature (2012).#
#
Young adult nonfiction is also a potential area for expansion.  A typical Water-
stone’s shop will only have about a shelf devoted to this compared to a sub-
stantial section at a branch of Barnes and Noble in USA.  Titles attracting new 
readers include the inspirational autobiography I am Malala (2013) by Malala 
Yousafzai with Christine Lamb; The Pointless Book (2014) by YouTube sen-
sation Alfie Deyes; and Popular: Vintage Wisdom for a Modern Geek (A 
Memoir) (2014) by Maya Van Wagenen, which describes how the author 
used a 1950s etiquette book on a year long mission to become more popular 
at school.#
#
#
2.  Trends in Children’s Publishing!
Kate Wilson, Managing Director, Nosy Crow  !
 #

1. Competition.   The competition for children’s attention is hotting up. 
Books and reading now have to compete on the same devise and on the 
same screen as other activities such as youtube, videos and games.  #

2. Amateur.  The audience is becoming more fragmented as everyone can 
now become a publisher using self-publishing sites such as Lulu.#

3. Personalisation.  Internet sites such as Me Books make personalisa-
tion easy.    Children themselves can be inserted into stories by adding 
their own text, pictures and audio.  This is advertised to parents and 
teachers as a way of engaging children more deeply with reading.#

4. Multimedia.  The prevalence of multimedia provides both the opportuni-
ty and need to provide more support for young readers.  Illustrations are 
more important for older age groups than previously.  There is a whole 
new category of illustrated fiction for 8 – 11 year olds. Some books now 
include QR codes that enable stories to be read aloud.  However the 
kind of support sites sometimes provided around adult books have little 
traction in children’s publishing.!

5. Interactive.  At its best interactivity can extend the opportunities for  
genuine support of learning.  The Nosy Crow app Franklin Frog – 
aimed at 3 to 5 year olds - makes it take several attempts for the child to 
release the tadpole from the frogspawn to illustrate the reality of the 
hatching process.   !
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6. Gamified.  Games can be big business in children’s publishing as the 
success of Minecraft shows.   !

7. Resilient.  In the children’s market print is still surprisingly resilient.  
Even parents who are heavy screen users themselves still like print for 
their children.  Reading is still recognized by everyone as critical for 
academic success. 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#
Opinion: What Publishers Want!
James Catchpole, Literary Agent!

#
What makes a new book potentially a children's classic or - to be less ambi-
tious - the kind of book which publishers are interested in promoting? #
 #
These are the questions I’ve been set, and they seem good ones. They’re 
nicely complementary. The first is the big one, that we’re all asking in chil-
dren’s publishing: what do kids really want in a book? The second seems 
more especially geared to an agent: what do publishers want? And I should 
probably have a ready answer to it because my job, as an agent, is to sell 
stories to publishers, not to children or their parents. #
#
But actually I find myself better equipped to answer the first question than the 
second. Putting my worst foot first, I’ll start with the question about publish-
ers.#
#
One side of an agent’s job is to keep an ear to the ground (or to the phone, 
more prosaically) so as to stay abreast of the zeitgeist and ahead of the 
trend, to know what kinds of stories editors are looking for, the better to pro-
vide them and be rewarded with a healthy percentage of a sizeable deal: a 
big advance, and lots of publicity. After all, a big fuss in the industry press and 
a considerable investment from the publisher in the advance all but guaran-
tee continued efforts on their part to promote and sell the book. (The problem 
only comes further down the line, if that advance isn’t recouped.) #
#
And perhaps the best way to get a big offer for a new book is to make sure 
it’s just what the publishers are looking for. There are strong tides in publish-
ing just as there are in all areas of culture, and you can try to catch a wave 
and ride it, or at least paddle in its wake. Even the smaller waves have 
surfers: an editor told me she’d overheard one rights seller open their pitch to 
a foreign publisher at the Bologna Book Fair with ‘and this is our Werewolves-
On-The-Titanic book.’ It’s the ‘our’ that makes that stick in the memory, the 
implication that everyone else already had theirs.#
#
Thinking about it, I realise I don’t actually worry too much about what publish-
ers want. I may have a certain editor’s particular preferences and talents in 
the back of my mind when it comes time to take a new story to market, but 
that’s secondary. The story itself – the story that needs to be told – comes 
first. #
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#
I find I’ve always been more attracted to another side of being an agent: the 
side that involves eyes and screens more than ears and phones. For me, the 
true joy of this job comes when a story arrives in my inbox (sometimes of 
60,000 words, sometimes of 60 words, sometimes with pictures too) which 
manages to tap into something powerful and universal, into an idea no doubt 
conceived by countless authors countless times before, and yet which man-
ages to take that old idea and tell it afresh. That’s the joy of storytelling. And 
as for children’s storytelling, the principal’s the same, but the stakes are so 
much higher: a children’s story has the chance not just to captivate and en-
thral, but to help form a child’s as-yet-unformed view of their world and their 
life within it, a world only lately encountered, a life only lately begun. What an 
opportunity!#
So that’s the bottom line, in fact. A powerful, universal idea, told afresh. That’s 
what makes a really good story, and that’s what I look for, as an agent. If the 
idea is powerful enough, and the telling is fresh enough, then I’ll be able to 
find an editor for it. And if the editor can show me she wants the story and 
she has a vision for it, and if I think she’ll be able to communicate that vision 
to her colleagues, then the author and I will talk about selling the rights, and 
the wheels of publication will begin to grind. #
#
As for whether the publisher will then publish it well, and promote it, and suc-
ceed in putting it in front of the readers so that it has the opportunity to sell 
and become a children’s classic...that’s subject to a whole host of factors 
largely beyond my control. So far, though, I’ve found that the most important 
factor in whether a publisher continues to invest in a book, or quietly shelves 
it, isn’t the razmatazz around the initial deal, with figures for the size of ad-
vance alluded to in The Bookseller, but the simple expedient of enthusiasm: 
the editor’s love for the book, and whether or not that love proves to be infec-
tious. And that’s ultimately down to the quality of the story. #
#
All of which means that, when it comes to the question of what publishers 
want, and what children want, my approach is wilfully simple, even simplistic: 
publishers want what children want, which is good storytelling. #
#
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#
Building Tulay: Researching the World of DragonChild!

Gill Vickery!

� #
My main aim in writing the DragonChild series was to present children with an 
active, courageous heroine who did not need male characters to rescue her 
from danger.  She was not going to wear pink and she would definitely not be 
a princess.  Tia quickly sprang to life; small, tough, resourceful; a good 
horsewoman and an adept with a sling.  She was taken hostage by dragons 
after her evil High Witch aunts stole the DragonQueen’s jewels of power and 
was raised in ignorance of her own mother’s part in the theft.  When she dis-
covered the truth, she determined to recover the jewels and return them to 
their rightful owner.  Once Tia had made herself known, I needed to build her 
a world and if I was going to make it believable, I needed to do research.#
#
Why bother with research for a fantasy world?  Surely you can make it up as 
you go long.  It’s possible, it has been done.  But, as Mary Hoffman said at 
the 2005 Oxford CWIG Conference, in her workshop on Creating Secondary 
Worlds, ‘It is necessary to build a secondary world even when writing “realis-
tic” stories,’ and besides, ‘all fiction is fantasy fiction.’#
#
 As a starting point I chose the mythical land of Thule that ‘…lieth sublime/Out 
of space – out of time.’1  Although the ‘real’ Thule is a now a US military base 
in Greenland other countries claim to be the fabled northern land wreathed in 
sea fret and mystery.  2#
#
I decided on Iceland with its spectacular landscapes of volcanoes, geysers 
and waterfalls.  Research revealed the history of its ancient forests almost 
obliterated by Vikings after their invasion in 874.  Setting Tia’s adventures 
well before then left her free to roam in dense woodland.#
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I was more inventive with wildlife and allowed bears, lynx and snow leopards 
which don’t live in Iceland as well as arctic foxes which do.  I also had an un-
reliable jackdaw named Loki (what else could he be called?) and a vital plot 
point hung on whether or not jackdaws have a sense of smell.  I had no idea.  
I needed to do more research.#
#
Names should sound convincing, which completely invented ones never do, 
so I based the ones in this world on Icelandic.  The town of Drangur for ex-
ample, is built on an isolated column of rock which is what the word literally 
means.  A taciturn Beastmaster is called Tryg, a suitably tough name adapted 
from the Icelandic Tyrggvi.  Outsiders have names derived from other lan-
guages: ‘Tia’ is Italianate as her father, Elio, is from ‘over the Southern Sea’ 
while the nomadic Traders have Gypsy names such as Zora and Hansi.  I 
gave magical beings – the dragons and High Witches – names from Norse 
mythology: Andgrim, Skadi and so on.#
#
Once Tia’s world was firmly established I decided to tweak the name and 
spell it phonetically as Tulay.   From this point, each book presented its own 
research demands. The second book, The Opal Quest, needed mines but 
what sort?  Iceland once had sulphur mines; smelly, dangerous and with an 
unpleasant feature known as ‘snottites’ which look exactly like you’d think; 
mucoid drips of sulphuric acid.  Children would love them.  However, sulphur 
wasn’t easily portable and that made it unsuitable.  What else was mined in 
Iceland? Crystals.#
#
Iceland yields a calcite known as Icelandic spar.  Vikings called these crystals 
‘sunstones’ and used them as a navigation aid.  Once I had that information 
everything else fell into place.  I had mines and crystal caves. And the sun-
stones usefulness to mariners meant I could introduce Water Traders, the 
nautical branch of the Land Traders.  Perfect.#
#
In The Topaz Quest, High Witch Luona forces the townsfolk to cultivate saf-
fron.  This is back-breaking work; the flowers are picked one by one and the 
three central stigma pinched out and dried slowly in special kilns.  It takes 
500 hours to gather 200,000 flowers and 600 grams of scarlet stigma to yield 
100 grams of spice.  That’s why saffron costs £9,260 a kilo and gold a paltry 
£766 a kilo.  (I have to research up-to-date figures before I give talks to chil-
dren as they always want hard data on money.  Children are mercenary crea-
tures.)#
#
I wasn’t certain if crocuses would grow in the mountains but discovered that 
corms producing high quality saffron are grown on a sunlit plateau near the 
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mountain village of Mund in Switzerland.  Fortuitously, this was identical to 
Luona’s lands of Stoplar.#
#
For the fourth book, The Sapphire Quest, I wanted to build on a hazy child-
hood memory: a Victorian photo album containing pictures of rows of strange 
looking stone animals.  Just what and where were these creatures I half-re-
membered?  The album had been inlaid with a Chinese design in ivory and 
stained wood.  A quick Google of ‘avenue beasts China’ showed it to be the 
Sacred Road in Beijing which leads to the tombs of Ming emperors.#
#
I adapted this for my book, giving the marble animals red eyes that light up 
and watch Tia walk towards the town, their necks grating as their heads swiv-
el in her direction.#
#
Not all information comes from libraries or the Internet and I turned to experts 
for the last two books.  There is a pivotal horse race in The Ruby Quest and 
the only thing I understand about riding is that I am never going to master the 
rising trot.  Two expert horsewomen came to my rescue and I was able to 
write a convincing and thrilling horse race.  Thank you, Rosemary Boulton 
and Kate Merry.#
#
The final book, The Pearl Quest, features swans.  I found references to Ab-
botsbury Swannery and they put me in touch with David Wheeler, the world’s 
only swanherd.  He patiently explained all I needed to know about the care 
and behaviour of swans.  #
#
After this, the only question remaining was: do jackdaws have a sense of 
smell?   According to a paper published by The Royal Society: ‘…our findings 
suggest that olfaction in birds may be a more important sense than generally 
believed.’3  #
#
Research complete, I wrote the books. #
#
DragonChild: The Emerald Quest, The Opal Quest, The Topaz Quest, The 
Sapphire Quest, The Ruby Quest, The Pearl Quest.  Published by A & C 
Black, an imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing plc#
#
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#
Popular Reference Titles: Top 10 by Dewey Category!

Jonas Herriot, Richmond Lending Library!
#
Rather than go for a top ten by overall figures, this list was broken down into 
the large Dewey categories, and the top issuing non-fiction book in each was 
chosen. This represents the books which children across our borough over 
the last six months are borrowing, and while it may not have the recent suc-
cess stories in this field, it is an accurate representation of what is popular 
among our younger readers.#
#
000s Do igloos have loos and other cool questions answered – Mitchell 
Symons (Red Fox, 2011)#
100s Eye Bogglers – Gianni A. Sarconne & MarieJo Waeber (Carlton Books, 
2011)#
200s A Faith like mine – Laura Buller (Dorling Kindersley, 2005)#
300s Ancient Egypt – Marcia Williams (Walker 2012)#
400s Spanish for beginners – Angela Wilkes & John Shackell (Usbourne,
1987)#
500s  E-Explore dinosaur – Dougal Dixon (Dorling Kindersey, 2004)#
600s Children’s cookbook – Katherine Ibbs (Dorling Kindersely, 2004)#
700s How to football – Alan Ackrell (Dorling Kindersley, 2011)#
800s The Puffin book of fantastic first poems – June Crebbin (Puffin 2000)#
900s Tudors: a high speed history – Terry Deary (Scholastic 2010) 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Review: Shackleton's Journey - William Grill (Flying Eye Books, 2014) -
ISBN: 9781909263109  !

Ferelith Horden#
#
In recent years publishing information books for young readers has become 
increasingly difficult. Once, the shelves of Dewey classified titles were the 
first port-of-call for those involved on "projects". Once, children would have 
used books written by authors like Unstead, in which there was a good bal-
ance between accessible, informative text and illustration. Then came the 
"Usborne and Dorling Kindersley" revolution where the illustrative content, 
usually photographic, was increased and the text reduced. This format has 
become the norm resulting in books that deliver just the right amount of fac-
tual information to satisfy the curriculum; stimulating the imagination is not 
part of the agenda. The world moves on;  Google now  provides the answers- 
and does it more immediately. Sound bites muffle the wonder of finding 
something out. #
#
How can young readers be excited by the factual as much as the fictional? 
What can one give those who say they don't like stories?  Does there have to 
be a gulf between the two categories? We all know a great deal about Scott's 
doomed expedition to the South Pole; it was a glorious - or needless - failure. 
Much less attention is paid to Shackleton's equally epic, and ultimately suc-
cessful expedition to cross Antarctica. For the young person who is lucky 
enough to find Shackleton's Journey by William Grill there can be no such 
excuse. The very size of the book attracts attention - but it is not a thick tome. 
Yes, it is large (like Antarctica) but so are many of the graphic novels that are 
familiar. Then there is the design - the intriguing compass on the cover peo-
pled by figures, dogs, whales and boats. Is it a compass? Journeys certainly 
need a compass. Opening the book, the reader is presented with a sea of 
broken ice. The atmosphere is building. Throughout, the designs mirror the 
setting. These range from the great double page spreads where the enor-
mous space of the Antarctic landscape is evoked in cold blues and freezing 
white, to the detailed inventories of dogs, equipment and sailors, bringing to 
mind the pages of a personal diary. Action and desolation are equally pre-
sented. There is no doubt as to the hardship - the sheer physical cold - that 
was involved. However, this is not just a pictorial record. Carefully crafted text 
combines factual information with a more descriptive style that draws the 
reader in. This is the story of an extraordinary feat of endurance - a real ad-
venture. Here the words and illustrations combine not merely to inform but to 
excite. Fact? Fiction? Books like this defy such categorisation; it is a book 
that demands to be read. It will transport the reader to another time and place 
to emerge better informed than before.#
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#

Reference Awards 2014!
Amanda Duffy,  Chair Awards Judging Panel!

#
During the time the call for nominations for this year’s awards was out, I was 
asked two questions.   Firstly ‘but they don’t produce reference books any 
more, do they?’ and secondly ‘what is a reference work?’#
#
The answer to the first was of course they do, they just look a bit different 
from what the questioner, a retired, non-reference librarian, might think.  The 
second answer was more difficult; I couldn’t give the unofficial answer that 
many reference librarians use  – you know one when you see one.  So I 
hunted around and came up with this definition from the American Library As-
sociation "any source used to obtain authoritative information in a reference 
transaction."  Succinct and to the point, I think this about covers it, giving the 
judging panel plenty latitude and room for manoeuvre in our discussions.#
#
The ISG Reference Awards aim to recognise excellence, promote awareness 
of outstanding reference books and products, and encourage quality.#
#
Our criteria look for works that are available and relevant to the library and in-
formation sector in the UK and which show, amongst other things, accessibili-
ty, a high quality of indexing and navigational aids, originality, information cur-
rency and accuracy, and value for money.#
#
To be eligible for the 2014 Awards, works had to be published between 1st 

January and 31st December 2013.  Nomina-
tions can come from anyone with an interest in 
reference and information publishing.#
#
The judging panel meets for a busy but very 
enjoyable day in September to examine and 
discuss the titles nominated.  And thanks, once 
again,  to the members of the panel for their 
enthusiasm and expertise – and their time.#
#
We had a very interesting batch of books to 
examine.  It is always a pleasure to come 
across new and unexpected titles or ap-
proaches to subjects.  So the actual Awards.  
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We have three levels of Award –Winner, Highly Commended and Commend-
ed.  This year we were able to make our decisions fairly quickly and amicably!  #
#
The panel makes no apologies for making The Library: a world history the 
WINNER of this year’s awards.  It is the first single volume to tell the story of 
the library as a distinct building type.  It covers 82 libraries worldwide to illus-
trate the architecture of libraries from the earliest times to the twenty-first cen-
tury.  This is a genuine joint enterprise; the authority of the author, an archi-
tectural historian, is equalled by that of the photographer.#
#
The very readable narrative closely relates to the illustrations.  There is good 
indexing and a bibliographical essay for each chapter.  The design and pro-
duction is flawless, it is a well-bound, sumptuous book. #
 #
There have been earlier attempts to cover this subject but none have come 
anywhere near this work, particularly with regard to production and design. 
The only criticism was that there wasn’t a photograph of the British Library 
(but that comment came from an ex-member of the BL staff, so they were 
somewhat biased).  £48 is an amazingly good price for such a sumptuous 
piece of book production.  #
#
A beautiful and scholarly work which shows, to quote the review from The 
Times Literary Supplement, ‘of the making of libraries, there can be no end’.#
#
The Library: A World History by James W. P. Campbell and Will Pryce, pub-
lished by Thames and Hudson at £48 is the clear WINNER of the Information 
Services Group Reference Print Awards for 2014.#

�  � #
#
#
#
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From a world-wide perspective covering millennia to seventeenth century 
London.  #
The A to Z of Charles II's London 1682 is part of a prestigious seven vol-
ume series providing fully-indexed maps of London at around 100 year inter-
vals from the Elizabethan to the Edwardian eras. #

 #
The reproduction of the maps, crucial to the work, 
is superb with even the smallest print being clear 
and readable.  For such a complicated venture, 
the indexing is comprehensive yet straightfor-
ward.  We found it easy to link from the keys to 
the individual maps, and have rarely seen any-
thing as clear or well set out.  The annotations are 
authoritative and thorough.  The work is well-
bound and on high quality paper.  This work is an 
essential source for anyone interested in seven-
teenth century London and a fascinating volume 
to dip into for anyone who knows and loves Lon-
don.  !
#

The A to Z of Charles II's London 1682: London &c. actually survey'd by 
William Morgan, with introductory notes by Peter Barber and Ralph Hyde, 
index compiled by Robert Thompson and edited by Ann Saunders, published 
by London Topographical Society at £26 is HIGHLY COMMENDED in the 
2014 ISG Reference Awards.#
#
My librarian friend would recognise the title which receives our Commended 
Award as it is, what he would call, a real reference book. The three volume 
Encyclopaedia of Environmental Change lies 
somewhere between a dictionary and an ency-
clopaedia. It is an authoritative and indispens-
able guide to the complex facts, concepts, tech-
niques, methodology and philosophy of envi-
ronmental change.  It covers around 4,000 
terms, giving succinct and scholarly descriptions.  
There is multiple cross referencing and an ex-
tensive index of over 30,000 entries. #
#
The volumes are well-bound and clearly set out 
and the division into three volumes makes the 
work easy to consult.  The section on how to use 
the encyclopaedia is exceptionally well written. #
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#
It is on the expensive side, so many libraries will, unfortunately, be unable to 
add it to their collections which is a pity given the topicality of the subject and 
the authoritative nature of the entries. But perhaps this award will encourage 
them to take the plunge.#
#
The Encyclopaedia of Environmental Change, edited by John A Matthews 
and published by Sage Publications at £350 is COMMENDED in the 2014 
ISG Reference Awards.#
#
 However apart from the three titles to receive the awards and related certifi-
cates, there was also one other title which although it did not meet all our cri-
teria, we felt deserved a special mention.   #
#
So we’d like to bring to your attention Rope and chain haulage: the forgot-
ten element of railway history by Colin E Mountford, published by the In-
dustrial Railway Society at £29.95. A fascinating, wide-ranging and detailed 
account of a little-known subject.  A true labour of love.  Sorry, no award but it 
was a close thing!#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Reference Awards – Special Subject 2014!
Military History!

Amanda Duffy,  Chair Awards Judging Panel!
#
For the past few years the Information Services 
Group Reference Awards have included a spe-
cial award relating to a particular subject.    The 
criteria for this award are slightly different; the 
period covered is works produced in the previ-
ous four years; nominations can be for a partic-
ular book or website, a series of books covering 
the subject, or an individual author or publisher.#
For 2014 we chose, perhaps not very originally, 
military history as our subject and the dates in 
question are 2010 to 2013.#
#
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We had a very interesting selection of books 
and websites to choose from.  Some of the 
titles, unfortunately, could not be classified as 
reference works and so were discarded.  But 
there was plenty of variety from the remain-
ing titles.#
Once again we have a Winner, Highly Com-
mended and Commended.#
#
Our WINNER is an enormously  impressive 
on-line guide to the many, many resources 
available to the interested amateur, the ge-
nealogist and the military historian for the 
1914-18 War.  #
#

The Long, Long Trail: the British Army in the Great War of 1914-1918 -   
www.1914-1918.net – is a free gateway site to on-line and print resources.  A 
site about the soldiers, units, regiments and battles of the British Army of the 
First World War. #
#
The overall design of the website is extremely clear and well set out; it is easy 
to find your way round – and wander off into byways as the interest takes 
you.  There are sections on how to research a soldier, the army of 1914-18 
(the regiments and corps, the order of battle, how the army worked and sta-
tistics on size of regiments, casualties, etc.), then there are descriptions of 
battles and engagements and the battlefields themselves. #
#
There is an comprehensive array of regimental and battle histories, plus in-
formation on tactics, training and day-to-day operations.   There are many 
historic and modern photographs, maps and diagrams of battle sites, and ex-
amples of military paperwork (such as discharge papers).  These are all 
scrupulously labeled and explained, as well as being very clearly reproduced.#
The site is being continuously updated and expanded.  An impressive and 
growing section is a gazetteer of the Western Front where pages give loca-
tion and historical background on sites in France and Flanders.#
#
Another interesting section is about visiting areas of the Western Front giving 
specific information on how to get there, where to stay, local amenities and 
the sites to see.#
#
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I could go on, we certainly were extremely impressed and fascinated by the 
amount of information available, its clarity and ease of use. This is, in our 
opinion, the major point of contact for information on the Great War.#
#
The Winner of the Information Services Group Reference Special Subject  
Award for 2014 is The Long, Long Trail owned, designed, built and written 
by Chris Baker.#
#

� #
#
In 2012 our special subject was information for genealogists and the winning 
title was War Graves Photographic Project.  So popular has this project been 
that is now works in conjunction  with the Commonwealth War Graves Com-
mission, and it is the Commission that was amongst the sites nominated for 
2014.#
#
We spent a long time looking at the Commission’s website which has recently 
been revamped to allow in-depth searching for individuals by country, ceme-
tery, name, force and 1st and 2nd World Wars.  What you are searching is 1.7 
million cemetery and memorial records from throughout the world.  There are 
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advanced search facilities to help the enquirer narrow down the results.  Our 
only criticism of this impressive site containing such an enormous amount of 
information was that the search mechanisms were not intuitive, it was slightly 
cumbersome in the initial stages of the search.  Once you have got beyond 
this, you are able to delve down to individuals, their records and place of bur-
ial or memorial and, linking in with the Photographic Project, a photograph of 
that grave or memorial.#
#
The  Commonwealth War Graves Commission website is the winner of 
our Highly Commended Award in the Information Services Group Special 
Award for 2014.#
#
Military Sun Helmets of the World covers sun helmets 
from the Indian Mutiny to the present day, including not 
only the British army, but also European ‘colonial’ helmets 
of the French, German and Italian armies, plus America 
and Asia (specifically Japan and Vietnam).  #
This is an obscure subject with a limited market but the 
book  is extremely well done and is an attractive publica-
tion.  Every item described is described in detail and illus-
trated. The 200 plus  illustrations, many of them in colour, 
are of a good size; there are also period photographs to 
place the helmets in context.  The arrangement is straight geographical, pos-
sibly the best and only approach. #
#
The book has a handsome appearance and is an excellent example to how to 
make a little-known subject interesting and appealing. There is an accompa-
nying website – MilitarySunHelmets. com – for readers to keep up-to-date.  #
Therefore Sun Helmets of the World by Peter Suciu and Stuart Bates, pub-
lished by Naval and Military Press at £35 is Commended in the Information 
Services Group Special Award 2014.#

#
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#
The Walford Award 2014!

Amanda Duffy- Chair Walford Award Judging Panel!
#

This year’s winner of the Walford Award holds a unique position.  In 2013 the 
winner of the Reference Awards was The New Penguin Book of English Folk 
Songs, edited by Steve Roud and Julia Bishop.  In 2014 the winner of the 
Walford Award is Steve Roud.  #
#
As well as editing what the judges described as ‘this academic but beautiful 
book’, Steve is founder of the Folk Song Index, author of The Penguin Guide 
to Superstitions of Britain and Ireland, The English Year, and London Lore.  
All show the highest quality of research, editing and presentation and  are 
handsome volumes.#
#
The Folk Song Index itself currently comprises 184,316 
records and Steve has identified some 23,612 songs. 
The Index seeks to provide details of English-language 
traditional songs which have been recorded in any 
medium - books, journals, newspapers, manuscript 
collections in public and private hands, published or 
unpublished sound recordings, videos, websites, etc.#
#
Originally designed as an adjunct to the Folk Song Index to aid with historical 
research in that field, the Broadside Index has now achieved a life, and im-
portance, of its own.  The bulk of the over 150,000 entries comprise refer-
ences to songs published on printed street literature trade (late 16th to late 
19th centuries) in the form of broadsides, chapbooks, and cheap songsters. 
But coverage has been extended to include a much wider range of popular 
and vernacular songs including eighteenth century songbooks and nineteenth 
century music hall publications. Originally envisaged as covering Britain and 
Ireland, material from across the English-speaking world is now included. The 
cut-off date is about 1920.  The Broadsides Index will soon to be instrumental 
in linking collections at the Bodleian Library, the University of California and 
Vaughan Williams Memorial Library.  To anyone remotely interested in this 
area, look at the material on the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library website, 
and you will see the depth and quality of these sources.#
#
Steve was once a librarian at Croydon Local Studies Library and this should 
be a source of great pride and the reason for the highest standards achieved 
in these works.#
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#
The ISG Walford Award celebrates best practice in the reference and infor-
mation sector in the UK.  It acknowledges an individual’s outstanding contri-
bution to that world.  If what I have already said has not convinced you of 
Steve Roud’s qualifications for receiving the Award, I will quote from his auto-
biographical notes:#
#
If there is one unifying psychological trait in all my doings, it is that I enjoy 
providing the means of access to information for researchers and enthusi-
asts, whether it is by organising books on the shelves, indexing everything in 
sight, or organising ways in which those interested in our subject can be put 
into contact, meet and discuss, and so on.!
#
It is with great pleasure that the CILIP Information Services Group gives the 
2014 Walford Award to Steve Roud – and may he carry on with all this work 
for many years. !
#

#
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Report for ISG of the 80th IFLA WLIC held in Lyon, August 2014!
Jane Weller, ISG IFLA Representative and RISS Secretary!

#
For this year’s session of the Reference and Information Services Section 
(RISS), we had selected six speakers, from Finland, Norway, Singapore, 
Canada, Japan and the host country France, and their presentations can be 
found on our website http://www.ifla.org/reference-and-information-services  
Our theme was “Google is not enough: Reference and Information Services 
for the transfer of knowledge - reframing the discussion”   and the programme 
was clearly well-chosen as the official headcount of attendees was a stagger-
ing 680!  The Committee was obviously delighted with this turnout and our 
two Standing Committee meetings also attracted many Observers, with some 
interested in joining us next year.   We had feedback that our inclusion of a 
presentation in French (all the others, as with most sessions, were in English) 
was much appreciated by the French Librarians, but our speaker had helpful-
ly provided slides in English for everyone else! #
#
All the speakers had already produced a paper on their topic, and IFLA will 
house these in their online Library but here are the pdf links:#
#
LOO, Janice and CHOW, Wun Han and CHAN, Belinda and TENG, Sharon  
“UP! Your Reference Quotient” at the National Library of Singapore.  http://li-
brary.ifla.org/id/eprint/952#
#
PATERSON, Amy After the Desk: Reference Service in a Changing Informa-
tion Landscape. http://library.ifla.org/id/eprint/944 #
#
WATANABE, Yuriko  Dissemination-of-information-model for reference ser-
vices at the National Diet Library, Japan.  http://library.ifla.org/id/eprint/953#
#
KIVILUOTO, Johanna  The Joint Higher Education Library of Lahti: Conflu-
encing for Academic Knowledge – Supporting the Study Paths from Upper 
Secondary School to University.  http://library.ifla.org/id/eprint/949 #
#
MERCIER, Silvère)   Being where users are: BiblioSésame on Facebook.  
http://library.ifla.org/id/eprint/951 #
(in French, but an English translation is to follow)#
#
TISDEL, Michelle Antoinette  Beacon for Freedom for Expression: Censor-
ship and “Reference activism” in a Global Perspective.  http://library.ifla.org/id/
eprint/950 #
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#
Lyon was an excellent city, for the Conference facilities it offered, and for the 
transport infrastructure, which included trams, trolleybuses, buses, metro 
lines, funiculars, boats and even electric bikes.  So good was the Congress 
organisation that directional posters appeared all over the relevant parts of 
the City, showing the way to IFLA WLIC.   On arrival, the Congress Centre it-
self seemed enormous, with multiple-levels and scores of different size 
rooms,   an atrium with restaurants and bars, and nearby a park with a botan-
ical garden and a Zoo! #
#

� #
#
Next year’s Congress will be held in Cape Town, and we are also hosting a 
Satellite Session, jointly with the University of Botswana, to run a few days 
before the main congress starts.  #
#
See our Facebook page                                 #
https://www.facebook.com/pages/IFLA-Reference-Information-Services-Sec-
tion/200640776770104
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